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DELUXE PAPER FACE TAPE ON CB

SUPER WIDE PAPER FACE TAPE ON CB

EXTRA WIDE PAPER FACE TAPE ON CB

Phillips is the exclusive producer of klinchSTIK®. This corner bead is installed using standard industry practice with drywall nails, staples, 
screws or clinching tool and features deeply knurled mud anchors for perfect mud adhesion. klinchSTIK® is the ideal product for quick and 
easy installation with a clinching tool. Phillips klinchSTIK® corner bead features a grey galvanized surface coating.

Phillips is the exclusive producer of klinchSTIK®. This corner bead is installed using standard industry practice with drywall nails, staples, 
screws or clinching tool and features deeply knurled mud anchors for perfect mud adhesion. klinchSTIK® is the ideal product for quick and 
easy installation with a clinching tool. Phillips klinchSTIK® corner bead features a grey galvanized surface coating.

This classic product features a grey galvanized surface coating to ensure consistent, high-quality finishing every time. Phillips bullnose metal 
corner bead is used for a smooth, rounded finish on exposed edges of wallboard.  Like all Phillips corner beads, this bead features deeply 
knurled mud anchors to further ensure perfect mud adhesion.

KLINCHSTIK CB 79 DEGREE

KLINCHSTIK CB

EXTRA WIDE DULL BULLNOSE 3/4”

METAL CORNER BEADS Phillips klinchSTIK® Corner Beads:
}	Strong, dent resistant corner and edge reinforcements
}	Durable, economical and straighter corners
}	Deeply knurled mud anchors on flanges

PART NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION

PART NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION

CBK12EGB798 8’ Klinchstik CB 79 degree

CBK12EGB799 9’ Klinchstik CB 79 degree

CBK12EGB7910 10’ Klinchstik CB 79 degree

CBK12EGB7912 12’ Klinchstik CB 79 degree

CWK12EGB8 8’ Klinchstik Nail-On Metal 

CWK12EGB9 9’ Klinchstik Nail-On Metal 

CWK12EGB10 10’ Klinchstik Nail-On Metal 

CWK12EGB12 12’ Klinchstik Nail-On Metal 
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PART NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION

BN7EGB8 8’ x 3/4” Extra wide dull bullnose

BN7EGB9 9’ x 3/4” Extra wide dull bullnose

BN7EGB10 10’ x 3/4” Extra wide dull bullnose

BN7EGB12 12’ x 3/4” Extra wide dull bullnose


